
Products that give life 
to your imagination

 ®NUDEC PET

 ®NUDEC PETg

 ®NUDEC PC

 ®NUDEC PMMA

 ®NUDEC SANuv

 ®NUDEC PS

Expe r t s  i n  t r ans pa ren t  s h ee t s .



PET - SHEET PROPERTIES2

- Excellent transparency and brightness.

- High resistance to chemical products.

- High impact strength and resistance to breakage.

- Thermoformable, do not require any pre-drying.

- Excellent fire resistance. Low generation of non-toxic 

smoke.

- Recyclable, respectful of the environment, completely 

combustible, without any emission of toxic substances 

that contaminate landfills.

This is a product of todayfor the people of today



Its brightness and transparency make of salinity, which makes them very useful M2 certification French NFP-507 standard.

outside in their UV version.NUDEC PET the ideal product for publicity 

On order, patterned PET sheets can be elements. 

manufactured. These sheets are often used NUDEC PET sheets have a good impact 

as light diffusers or bathroom screens, among They also possess high resistance to the strength and fire resistance classifications. 

other applications.chemical attack of acid rain, diesel engine Along these lines, they have obtained B1 

exhaust fumes and air with a certain amount certification of the German DIN4102-1 and 

®
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PET

Arraglass

Polyethylenterephthalate - polyester sheets 3

Strength with 
its own style

Excellent communication thanks to 

its transparency and brightness.

APPLICATIONS

- Glazing 

- Signs and signals

- Machinery protection

- Lighting

- Bathroom applications

- Dispensing and recreational 
machines

- Displays and other publicity 
elements

- Furniture

- Construction elements

These sheets can be supplied with 
an anti-reflective surface, especially 
indicated for framing photographs, 
paintings or posters. 

Main advantages:            

- Anti-reflective
- Impact-resistant
- Lightweight and good rigidity         
- Easy handling
- Colours are maintained bright



Very strong, safe, 

reliable and versatile sheets.

PET  - SHEET PROPERTIES g4

APPLICATIONS

- Displays, showcases and other 
publicity material at sales points

- Industrial protection

- Molded pieces

- Dispensing and recreational 
machines

- Signs

- Excellent transparency and surface brightness.

- High impact strength and resistance to breakage.

- Excellent chemical resistance.

- Easily thermoformable.

- Reduce noise transmission.

- Recyclable.

- Good fire performance.

- Orthopaedic parts and medical 
equipment components

- Protective shields 
(anti-disturbance)

- Glazing

- Construction components

- Town furniture



NUDEC®PETg sheets are easily processed as This is one of the most valued properties They are available in several thicknesses and 

they can be molded into different pieces and within the transformation process of PETg. can be produced in color (such as opal and 

shapes other polymers cannot. They are Unlike PC, PETg sheets do not require pre- black), patterns and can include UV 

easily thermoformed, even in thick gauges drying and can be thermoformed in protection treatment.

(up to 12 mm). thicknesses greater than those of PMMA. 

Furthermore, they can be cold bent (up to 2 

mm thickness) and can also be laser-cut.

Moulding ideas

PETg
Polyethylenterephthalate copolymer sheets, modified with CHDM 5



Protection in all senses
Technology and service quality applied to both 

personnel and machinery protection

Polycarbonate sheets6

APPLICATIONS

- Displays, showcases and other 
publicity material at sales points 

- Machinery protection

- Moulds

- Dispensing and recreational 
machines

- Signs and signals

- Protective shields

- Security glazing

- Construction components

- Town furniture (anti-vandal)

- Walls and ceilings

- Covering panels

- Warehouse panels

- Caravan bodywork panels

- Any industrial application that 
requires thermoforming PC - SHEET PROPERTIES

- Excellent transparency and surface brightness.

- High heat resistance.

- They are available with UV protection.

- Excellent impact strength.

- Thermoformable.

- Intermediate chemical resistance.

- Medium fire performance.

- Reduce noise transmission.

- Recyclable.

NUDEC PC polycarbonate sheets are There is also the possibility of manufacturing NUDEC PC sheets are also available in a UV 

outstanding for their impact strength and these sheets with a pattern and/or opaque version. These sheets possess special co-

high temperature resistance. Because of this, colors, in order to be applied in the extruded UV protection that permits them to 

they are often employed in construction automotive industry, either as part of the be used in outside applications in which they 

sector applications, such as coatings, auxiliary assembly or even as part of the are exposed to UV light.

coverings and anti-vandal town furniture. automobile.
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PMMA - SHEET PROPERTIES

These sheets show excellent stability to This makes them ideal for an infinite number They are manufactured in several thicknesses 

outside weather conditions, including UV of outside and inside products permitting and can be ordered in other tones, such as 

radiation. Even after years of exposure to multiple applications. Their high optical opal, in various patterns, which includes the 

sunlight, the sheets do not show any quality makes them suitable for certain filters so-called technical patterns, which are highly 

substantial variations in their optical (TV and computer), for glazing and even recommended for lighting applications. 

properties. su i tab le  for  manufactur ing  mirror  

production. 

Intense light 
For your life or business with 

these brilliant, colourless sheets

- Excellent transparency, with a fixed 92% light 

transmission.

- Bright and colourless.

- High rigidity.

- Resistant to outside weather.

APPLICATIONS

- Signs and signals

- Lamps and ceiling lights

- Noise barriers

- Toys

- Gifts and decorations

8
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PMMA
Polymethylmethacrylate - acrylic sheets

- Elevated hardness.

- They can be moulded.

- Intermediate mechanical strength.

- The surface is suitable for buffing.

- Display cabinets

- Glazing

- Television, computer and monitor 
filters

- Displays and other publicity 
elements
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PMMA
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SAN - SHEET PROPERTIES 11

These sheets are defined by many properties NUDEC SANuv sheets incorporate UV Because of their ease of handling, they are 

but, from among them, special mention additives that protect them from UV ideal for industrial parts, glazing, packaging 

should be made of their good chemical radiation, which allows them to maintain and containers.

resistance and mechanical strength. their optical properties in outside application 

for many years. These sheets possess 

excellent rigidity, even in small thicknesses.

®

SANuv
Acrylonitrile - styrene sheets10

Sensations day after day
The innumerable performances of these sheets are not 

opposition to their excellent strength and reliability.

- Excellent transparency and high brightness.

- Elevated rigidity and hardness.

- Good mechanical performance.

- Good optical properties, long-term durable.

- Low water absorption.

- Easy handling.

APPLICATIONS

- Glazing

- Car window deflectors

- Containers and packaging

- Bathroom fittings

- Caravan and garage door glazing

- DIY, displays and showcases

- Lamps and ceiling lights

- Pool covers
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PS - SHEET PROPERTIES

The low water absorption tendency Furthermore,  these sheets  can be NUDEC PS sheets are characterised by a high 

facilitates their adaptation to damp locations manufactured in differents colors and degree of light transmission, which endows 

and applications, such bath and shower patterns specially for interior design (office them with high transparency. 

screens. We have a wide range of patterns for furniture, partition panels, etc.).For this reason, they are ideal for inside 

this application.glazing, frames and ceiling lights.

®

PS
Polystyrene sheets 13

12

Imagination without limits

- Glazing, displays and showcases

- Lamps and ceiling lights

- Interior design

- 90% light transmission in the visible spectrum (440 - 
800 nm).

- High brightness level.

- Excellent dimensional stability to heat.

- High rigidity.

- It not facilitates the spread of microorganisms.

- Low water absorption tendency.

- They comply with European EN 71 standard for toys.

Any shape or application you can think, you can make. 

And here lies the great versatility of these sheets.

APPLICATIONS

- Household items

- Toys

- Bath and shower screens

- Painting, poster and photo 
frames

Arraglass
These sheets can be supplied with 
an anti-reflective surface, 
specifically indicated for framing 
photographs, paintings or posters.

Main advantages:            

- Anti-reflective                         
- Lightweight and good rigidity
- Easy handling                     
- Colours are maintained bright
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NUDEC ha implantado una política integrada Con el objetivo de dar un servicio continuo, También podemos suministrar las placas con 

de gestión con el propósito de mejorar la todos los departamentos de NUDEC están a diferentes acabados como calidad óptica, 

calidad de todos sus procesos, prevenir  disposición de los clientes para dar respuesta coextrusión de capas UV o grabados, ya sean 

riesgos laborales y respetar al máximo el a sus consultas técnicas y asesorarlos en lo estándar o exclusivos. Disponemos de una 

medio ambiente. que necesiten. Nos adaptamos a las amplia gama de grabados a elegir.

peticiones del cliente invirtiendo en la última 

La empresa posee el certificado de calidad tecnología que el sector requiere y 

ISO 9001 y lleva a cabo un exhaustivo control ofreciendo servicios adicionales. Así, existe la 

de cada proceso, desde la fabricación hasta la posibilidad de curvar las placas, solicitar otras 

atención al cliente. medidas y espesores o embalajes especiales. 

NUDEC: calidad y servicio

Desarrollo sostenible con el mayor 
respeto por el medio ambiente

Una responsabilidad empresarial que NUDEC hace patente 

en su estrategia, en su gestión y en su actividad diaria.

 NUDEC Y EL MEDIO AMBIENTE

Nuestro reconocimiento a nivel internacional y la satisfacción de 

nuestra amplia cartera de clientes, se basa tanto en la calidad y la 

experiencia acumulada desde 1958, como en nuestro compromiso 

de respeto por el medio que nos rodea. 

Controlamos todos los procesos de manera exhaustiva para cuidar 

los aspectos medioambientales. En este sentido, mantenemos 

contacto con empresas certificadoras que realizan controles de 

xxxxx xxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx

contaminación acústica y atmosférica, minimizamos la generación 

de residuos y damos formación a nuestro personal para 

concienciarlo del respeto al medio ambiente. 

Por todo ello implantamos la normativa vigente aplicable a nuestro 

sector y también trabajamos para el cumplimiento de la ISO 

14001:2004.

xxxxx xxxx xx 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxxx
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NUDEC has implemented an integrated For the purpose of providing continuous We can also supply the sheets with various 

management policy with the intention of service, all NUDEC departments are at the finishes, such as optical quality, UV layer co-

improving the quality of all its processes, customers' disposal in order to respond to extrusion, or patterned, whether standard or 

preventing work-related risks and giving any technical query and to provide any exclusive. We also have a wide range of 

maximum respect to the environment. necessary advice. We adapt to the customers' patterns to choose from.

requests by investing in the very latest 

The company is in possession of quality technology required by the sector and by 

certification ISO 9001:2000 and carried out offering additional services. We for example 

intensive quality monitoring of each process, provide the possibility of curving sheets, 

from manufacture to customer care. supplying other measurements and 

thicknesses and special packaging.

NUDEC quality and service

Sustainable development, together with 
the greatest respect to the environment

A business responsibility that NUDEC makes quite 

clear in its strategy, management and daily activity.

NUDEC AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Our international recognition and the satisfaction of our large 

customer portfolio are based both on quality and experience 

accumulated since 1958, in addition to our commitment to respect 

the environment that surrounds us.

We monitor all processes in an exhaustive manner in order to care 

for environmental aspects. Along these lines, we maintain contact 

with certification firms that carry out monitoring of acoustic and 

atmospheric contamination, minimising the production of waste 

and we provide our personnel with training to make them aware of 

environmental respect. 

To this end, we implemented current standards applicable to our 

sector and we are also working towards complying with ISO 

14001:2004.

14
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Products that give life 
to your imagination

 ®NUDEC PET

 ®NUDEC PETg

 ®NUDEC PC

 ®NUDEC PMMA

 ®NUDEC SANuv

 ®NUDEC PS

Expe r t s  i n  t r ans pa ren t  s h ee t s .

Pintor Vila Cinca, 24-28

E-08213 - Polinyà   Barcelona - SPAIN

Tel. (+34) 93.713.27.00

nudec@nudec.es

www.nudec-plastic.com
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 ®NUDEC PET

 ®NUDEC PETg

 ®NUDEC PC

 ®NUDEC PMMA

 ®NUDEC SANuv

 ®NUDEC PS

RESPONSIBILITY CLAUSE

- NUDEC, S. A. supplies its products according to the indications 
carried out by the purchaser regarding to the material and quality 
requested, always above NUDEC, S. A. manufacturing standards. In 
this sense, NUDEC, S. A. provides to his customers all the 
professional and technical information which comes from the 
analysis of its products. However, no warranty is neither foreseen 
nor understood, whatever it is explicit or implicit, about the 
properties of the product in the legal sense.

- Once carried out the delivery of the material on behalf of      
NUDEC, S. A., the purchaser is fully responsible of the subsequent 
application, treatment, use and/or purpose of the material, 
whatever if the material is used by the purchaser in question or other 
third parts, with entire indemnity for NUDEC, S. A. Moreover, 
according to containers and residues regulations (Act 11/1997 and 
Europe Directive 94/62/CE) the final holder is responsible of the 
correct management of the container's residues.  

- The purchaser will be the only responsible for carry out the trials, 
tests or analysis of any nature which are necessary to verify that the 
product can be exactly applied to the aim wished by the purchaser or 
by third parties to whom the purchaser supply or install the product.

- NUDEC, S. A. will remain exempt from an inadequate or defective 
application of its products on the part of the purchaser or third 
parties, assuming only the damages derived directly from possible 
faults of its origin products. The possible lawsuit and controversy 
between NUDEC, S. A. and its customers will be submitted to the 
courts of Sabadell (Barcelona, Spain).
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